A STEP ABOVE LIMOUSINE SERVICE
A-1 WHEELCHAIR PATIENT TRANSPORT
AA PRESTIGE TAXI SERVICES, INC.
ABA TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION, LLC
ABEL LIMO
ABSOLUTE AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION
ACCESS LIMOUSINE & TRANSPORTATION
AFFORDABLE CHARLOTTE SHUTTLE
AFFORDABLE TOWNCAR SERVICE
ALEXANDER CHOICE TRANSPORTATION, LLC
ALL CITY TRANSPORTATION & SHUTTLE
ALL STATE LIMO
ALL TOWN CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION
AMERICAN CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION, LLC
AMERICAN MOBILITY TRANSPORT
AMERICAN WHEELCHAIR TRANSPORTATION
ANGEL GARCIA LIMO SERVICE
ANY OCCASION LIMOUSINE TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE TRAVEL & TRANSPORT, INC.
ATC TRANSPORT, INC.
ATLAS LIMOUSINE & TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
AVENUE CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION
BALLANTYNE LIMOUSINE
BEST CARS AND LIMOUSINES, LLC
BESTWAY TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
BLACK TIE LIMOUSINE
BNB PERSONAL CAR SERVICE LLC
BUSH CUSTOM TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
CAPITAL LIMOUSINE CHARLOTTE, LLC
CARTIER CLASSIC TRANSPORTATION
C-CHARLOTTE TOURS
CERTIFIED LIMOUSINE SERVICE
CHARLOTTE METRO TRANSPORTATION, LLP
CITY CAB TRANSPORTATION
CITY CAB, LLC
CLT EXPRESS LIVERY LLC
COMFORT LIMOUSINE
CONNECTIONS TRANSPORTATION, INC.
COPPERLINE TURS / CHARLOTTE BREWS CRUISE
CROWN CAB COMPANY
CROWN TRANSPORTATION
DELTA ROADWAYS LIMOUSINE SERVICE
DGL TRAVEL
DIAMOND CAB COMPANY
DIAMOND SERVICES 4 U, LLC
DUPONT
ELEGANT LUXE TRANSPORTATION
EXECUTIVE CAR SERVICE
FIVE STAR LIMOUSINE
FOR HIS GLORY LIMO
GALAXY TRANSPORTATION
GILBERTS TRANSPORTATION
GREEN CAB OF CHARLOTTE
GUIDING LITE LIMO SERVICES
HARRIS LIMO
HEALING TOUCH TRANSPORTATION, LLC
HIGHLAND EXPRESS SHUTTLE SERVICE
HUBERT CAR SERVICES & LIMO
HUNTER CAR SERVICE
IBA LIMO
INFINITE CAR SERVICE & LIMO
JO LIMO, LLC
JOHNNY B's LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.
LAKE NORMAN LIMOUSINE
LAKE NORMAN SHUTTLE, LLC
LEGACY LIMO, LLC
LEGS ON THE RUN
LEVEL TRANSPORTATION, LLC
LOTUS LIMOUSINE
LUXURY TRANSPORTATION
MAGELLAN TRANSPORTATION, LLC
MOORE PLEASANT TRANSPORTATION & LIMOUSINE
NATIONAL MOBILITY SERVICE
ON TIME EXPRESS TRANSPORT, LLC
ORANGE CAB, LLC
PEACE!
PEAK LIMOUSINE, LLC
PEARL LIMOUSINE CO
PEOPLE WHO CARE, LLC
PEOPLES SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION
PLATINUM LIMOUSINES, INC.
POWELL EXECUTIVE TRANSPORTATION, LLC
PREMIER CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION
PRESTIGE TRANSPORTATION
PRIDE LIMO SERVICE LLC
PROVIDENCE TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS, LLC
QUEEN CITY EXECUTIVE TRANSPORTATION
QUEEN TOWN TRANSPORTATION, LLC
REYNOLDS LIMOUSINE SERVICE
ROSE CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION LTD DBA RCT
ROYAL CAB COMPANY
ROYAL TRANSPORTATION
SEGA TRANSPORTATION
SILVER FOX LIMOS, LLC
SILVER STAR LIMO, INC
SKYLINE CAR SERVICE
SOLO LIMOUSINE SERVICE
SOUTHPARK LIMOUSINE SERVICE, INC.
SPEEDY CAB COMPANY
STARS AND STRIPES CAR SERVICE
STERLING CHAUFFEURED TRANSPORTATION
SUMMIT LIMO SERVICE
SUPERIOR CAR SERVICE
TMS SENIOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, LLC
TRIUMPH LIMO SERVICE LLC
TROLLEY PUB OF NORTH CAROLINA, LLC
UNITED CAB COMPANY, INC.
UNITED LIMOUSINE, LLC
UNIVERSAL CAB COMPANY, INC.
UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE SHUTTLE SERVICE, LLC
UPSCALE CAR AND LIMO SERVICE
VC LIMO & TRANSPORTATION SVC
VIZION ONE, INC
WALKER TRANSPORTATION SHUTTLE SERV
WE CARE SHUTTLE SERVICE, LLC
WHEELS U TRUST
YELLOW CAB COMPANY - TAXI USA, LLC